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the 2016 togepi 6-8 perler figures were released in a two-per-pack blind auction at the 2015 world championships
on july 29, 2015. they featured six versions of togepi, each of which was in two different colors and patterns. two
versions of the blind packs were released in each of the four regions (asia, australia, north america, and europe).
the two-pack blind auction also included several togepi-based items: four single packs of base togepi, a battle
endeavor foil card, two blind packs of level 40 trading card game online, three blind packs of cosmic pop, two
blind packs of cosmic energy, two blind packs of cosmic power, six blind packs of pokket, eight blind packs of
cosmic rainbow ruby, four blind packs of cosmic rainbow pearl, two blind packs of cosmic rainbow diamond, two
blind packs of cosmic rainbow star, and three blind packs of cosmic rainbow ultra. launched in august 2015, the
first of the mythical pokmon series was the pokemon x and y legendary pokémon collection. it included 90 cards
including the three mythical pokmon zapdos-gx, articuno-gx, and moltres-gx. the release also included a pair of
cards featuring both mythical pokmon and their legendary counterparts on a single card : articuno-gx/zapdos-gx
and articuno-gx/moltres-gx. this release would later be expanded with the mythical series release of mythical
pokmon shaymin-gx on february 26, 2016, which included 100 cards including the four mythical pokmon. the first
set of year of the mammoth was released on october 31, 2018. this set was notable for being the first set to
include a shiny variant of female mythical pokmon ashmarah. a similar shiny variant was available for male
mythical pokmon machamp and zygarde. furthermore, the set contained two new legendaries : machamp and
zygarde. the set was also packaged with a pair of 8-card booster packs of sets that are unique to this edition of
the game : ashmarah and the year's mythical pokmon. these packs were also packaged with a code card for the
tcgo and a foil promo card from either z-moves vol. 1 or z-moves vol. 2.
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the set of exclusive legendary birds glossy violet edition shiny cards featured as part of the collaboration was
released in tandem with the exclusive set. this set, like the former, consisted of three boxes; dusk wing ho-oh,

jirachi, & mewtwo, lugia, ho-oh, & jirachi, and dusk wing & dawn wing ho-oh, jirachi, & mewtwo, were released on
october 26, 2018. the legendary bird boxes of the 2018 edition continued into the 2019 premium collection,

though the 2018 boxes have been discontinued. each legendary bird box came with a tear-off window that, when
activated, launched the corresponding official limited-edition booster pack within. the 2019 legendary bird boxes
were also packaged with six booster packs and a code card for the tcgo. a quadrimate complete accolade box set

was released on september 27, 2019 to commemorate the release of the legendary birds from the latest season of
the pokémon anime. each box was primarily focused on the legendary birds and featured a different combination
of the three boxed sets. each box included 10 rock steady theme booster boxes, eight additional booster boxes of

energy, a new quick guide, and a unique cardboard slipcase that housed a uv-sensitive transcription of the
collection of 181 cards. each set included one of the following: 188 cards from mega evolution or legendary birds;

62 energy cards; 2 attack control cards, and 11 mini booster packs. the boxes were sold at various retailers. a
quadrimate legendary battle deck was released on may 5, 2017 and comprised a reprint of the series 2 to 4

booster set from the hidden fates/shadows of almia series. each deck consisted of 60 cards and came packaged
with a two-player playmat, a deck box, a quick guide, damage counters and special condition markers, a coin, and

a code card for the pokmon trading card game online. 5ec8ef588b
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